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	Throughout his writings, Mark Twain and his characters express a seemingly constant need and/or desire for an assumed or false identity. Whether in reality or writing, the process of self definition seems to require an act of  conscious construction, the creation of an artifice. However, the process of self definition is also fragmentary to Twain. It is a process of self division, of separation; multiple selves are created or emerge. This fractured sense of individual identity stems from belief that identity is also a socially embedded institution, a role or series of roles with certain culturally determined ground rules to follow. While Twain submits that temporary escape from imposed notions of identity may be possible (as in the relation formed between Huck and Jim on the river), his later fiction openly questions whether or not individual identity can exist without appealing to or being circumscribed by socially or even cosmically defined categories.
	Twain asks in Pudd’nhead Wilson (1893) and “The Mysterious Stranger” (1916) who or what has the power to shape the identity associated with an individual human existence. These two works mark important steps in what Susan Gillman calls “the characteristic development of Mark Twain’s inquiry into identity: away from literal and conscious forms toward the increasingly metaphysical, abstract, and speculative” (49). Twain’s shift in focus is from reliance on external determinants of identity in Pudd’nhead Wilson to the conception of an internal psychological identity, an autonomous transcendent self in “The Mysterious Stranger”. Marginalized characters in both works, though, challenge and convolute the “boundaries of human identity” (Gillman 3). These characters seem to assert that, like Twain himself, a “central, essentially consistent” identity “cannot be drawn with sharp lines” (Budd 212). Entering into the struggle to understand one’s own identity may require, Twain suggests, an acceptance of paradox as a fundamental part of the human condition. A closer examination of issues of freedom, artifice, and marginality in both texts will, hopefully, provide support to this assertion.
Pudd’nhead Wilson
	Twain presents his reader with a notion of individual identity that swings between seemingly irreconcilable conditions: determinism and autonomy. He examines the extent to which one is free to establish and maintain one’s own identity. While he attempts to preserve and promote the idea of self definition, this freedom is constantly qualified by “men’s inexorable bondage to the pressures of received attitudes” (Rowlette 26). Society and culture provide a context within which identities can be formed and understood. In doing so, culturally defined codes exert pressure on the individual, pressure to conform, consciously or unconsciously, to these categories. Twain acknowledges society as a (if not the) dominant force in determining identity. Society assimilates individual differences (including expressions of freedom) by attempting “to classify human behavior within biological, sexual, racial, and psychological parameters” (Gillman 3). Twain wrote in his private notebook, “...the skin of every human being contains a slave” (393). Living among others (within society) is a form of slavery because, as Robert Rowlette asserts, it makes each person “...a slave...of social conscience” (27). Through acceptance of race, gender, and class codes by means of language, clothing, law, and science in Pudd’nhead Wilson and the ubiquitous Moral Sense in “The Mysterious Stranger”, individual freedom to control identity is challenged and severely limited.
	In Pudd’nhead Wilson, Twain demonstrates that the social categories and systems used to define identity create rather than reflect inherent differences between individuals and groups. Racial identity is the most notably ironic example in the novel. Racial identity is established through what Twain calls fictions “of law and custom” (Pudd’nhead Wilson 26). By centering the novel around two characters of distantly mixed racial heritage, Twain brings the irrational, totalizing vision of race into full focus. Though Roxy is “to all intents and purposes...as white as anybody”, she is “a slave and salable as such” because “one sixteenth of her” is “black” (Pudd’nhead Wilson 26). Extended to another generation, her son is born into slavery because his race is not homogeneous. Physically, he is indistinguishable from Percy Driscoll’s son, yet Valet de Chambre’s legally imposed racial identity makes him subordinate. Susan Gillman asserts that “mulattoes” were “perceived as a threat to a biracial society” because “precise definitions of human identity do not hold up under legal procedures of investigation and punishment” (80, 82). Twain uses ostensibly white “black” characters to highlight the cosmetic distinctions created by racial identity. 
	Establishing identity through race, while superficial and, perhaps, without any intrinsic meaning, is a profound expression of power, for racial identity becomes the basis for slavery.  Thus, “social fictions assume not the pose but the power of unalterable realities” (Gillman 9). There is, at least, the implicit suggestion that such social fictions attempt to provide human communities and human identities, with a desperately sought after source of order, of stable and enduring meaning, despite the sometimes obvious inconsistencies they display.  George E. Marcus states, 
		“As a matter of ontology rather than ethics, the 
		insistence on social categories in Western societies 
		as a god-given, natural set of distinctions, rather 
		than a fuzzy, negotiated set, has led to the evils 
		specifically targeted by cultural critics” (191).

Twain’s target of choice was most certainly slavery. “‘Race-slavery’ is intended to reflect and underscore Mark Twain’s emphasis on this persistence in America of the cultural habits that formed the ideological foundation for slavery” (Robinson 8). Existing within a society, a particular cultural context, seems to necessitate a categorical acceptance of slavery; the function of society is to enslave. Satan puts this idea most succinctly in “The Mysterious Stranger” when he says, “...man’s circumstance and environment order” each individual life, each identity (646). 
	Like the citizens of Dawson’s Landing, the bulk of humankind lacks the “mental vision” to focus on the ironies embedded in the forces that assemble an identity (Pudd’nhead Wilson 41).  Twain, however, pushes certain characters toward an awareness of this condition. Tom Driscoll, the impostor, has a short-lived glimpse of this level of social domination when his actual racial identity is revealed. The revelation causes him to ask, “And why is this awful difference made between white and black...How hard the nigger’s fate seems, this morning! -yet until last night such a thought never entered my head” (Pudd’nhead Wilson 61). Possessing an identity as both a white man and a black man within his society, Tom is brought closer to “an awareness of culture as an aggregation of constraints on individual autonomy” (Robinson 115). Forrest G. Robinson suggests, though, that awareness of the condition of universal slavery “diminishes as the process of acculturation advances” (115). In other words, as a person’s identity calcifies around certain social structures, it becomes increasingly difficult for a person to recognize he or she has lost a fundamental level of control over the process of self definition. “Pudd’nhead Wilson marks Twain’s increasing awareness that the ‘empowered Self’ is not self created, relying as it must on the authority of the social group to which it belongs” (Sewell 114). Acquiring an identity thus seems to require an act of abdication, an appeal to something outside one’s self. It is not accidental that a preacher, a man whose identity is fundamentally defined by an appeal to a supernatural source, tries to teach Roxy “dey ain’t nobody kin save his own self- can’t do it by facts, can’t do it by works, can’t do it no way at all” (Pudd’nhead Wilson 31-2). Self definition is, by nature, a socially interactive and interdependent process.
	Gender is often intimately connected to such appeals for identity. Like race, gender identity is a socially determined category, a role with certain behavioral expectations, supposedly promoted by certain biological differences. Twain simultaneously challenges and reaffirms the power relations created by race and gender identity. In “The Mysterious Stranger”, humanity seems to fall naturally “into two distinct categories- the lifebearing, nourishing, protective female and the competitive, grasping, destructive male” (Parsons 165). Marget nurtures her uncle, Father Peter, and Ursula lovingly cares for Marget, thus confirming their essentially feminine roles in Twain’s fictional universe. Satan, though an angel, describes himself as a boy among the boys of Eseldorf. “‘I look like a boy, for that is what I am. With us what you call time is a spacious thing; it takes a long stretch of it to grow an angel to full age’” (The Mysterious Stranger 609). It is rather ironic that Satan, who goes to great lengths to distance himself in significance and stature from the insect-like human race, readily accepts membership in the fraternity of boyhood, an identity shaped definitively by gender. This is not a careless maneuver on Twain’s part. Combined with the morally culpable behavior of Theodor and his friends, Satan’s gender allows Twain to reevaluate and demystify an institution he himself once celebrated: boyhood.  Gladys Carmen Bellamy observes that “Twain’s boys seem bent on earning the reader’s contempt” (173). Indeed, in this manufactured universe boys are given no special dispensation; they are not allowed to remain innocent in the reader’s eyes or their own. Admitting his own guilt in the attacks on Father Peter, Marget, and Ursula, Theodor confesses, “We boys wanted to warn them, but we backed down when it came to the pinch, being afraid. We found we were not manly enough nor brave enough to do a generous action when there was a chance it could get us in trouble” (“The Mysterious Stranger” 636). Theodor even characterizes his failure to live up to the demands of his gender (he is not man enough) when, in fact, the men of Eseldorf do not behave any better than the boys.
	If, as Louis Budd suggests, “Twain fails to draw the line between inborn weakness and socially created sin” in Pudd’nhead Wilson, it is because Twain consciously allows gender and race to overlap and influence identity without the clearly defined boundaries like the ones presented in “The Mysterious Stranger” (154). Identities formed using race and gender remain in flux throughout the novel. In her article “The Ties That Bind”, Myra Jehlen proposes that “Twain combines race and sex so that in certain pairings they are more stringently limiting than when taken separately” (109). Roxy and Tom maintain divided, racially problematic identities; this dual sense of identity is extended consciously and unconsciously to gender as well. Both characters use disguises to manufacture an apparent racial and sexual identity to obscure their own. Roxy escapes from a slave master down river by posing as a black man. Tom dresses as a woman (old and young) to avoid being identified while robbing houses. A telling scene occurs when Tom is observed from a window in his female disguise in his room by Pudd’nhead Wilson. The situation demands a performance, if Tom’s true identity is to remain concealed, and Tom does not fail in his task. Wilson observes the mysterious girl “practising steps, gaits, and attitudes, apparently” (Pudd’nhead Wilson 48). Tom demonstrates an understanding of “the tangle of fact and fiction with which identity is constituted in this world” (Gillman 78). The knowledge Myra Jehlen ascribes to Judith Loftus in the article "Reading Gender in Adventures of Huckleberry Finn” can also be applied with some success to Tom. “Femininity ...is something women do, a composite activity made up of certain acts they perform well and others they...perform badly...Masculinity is the equal and opposite condition” (269). Gender, to Tom, is an artificial identity created through the proper clothes, the appropriate walk. As such, identities based upon gender can be slipped into like a second skin, manipulated, and discarded whenever necessary. Tom muses smugly to himself that Wilson searches in vain to find “a woman who doesn’t exist any longer, and the clothes that gave her her sex burnt up and the ashes thrown away” (Pudd’nhead Wilson 120). Though Tom believes “to shed the clothes is to shed the self”, his inability to control what he considers to be his essential but tenuous identity as a white man makes him “both a conscious manipulator and victim of false identities” (Gillman 79,71).
	Tom’s identity as a white man is, in fact, a disguise created and maintained from infancy by his mother, Roxy. She exercises a fundamental authority over identity, the ability to reverse or realign the social fictions associated with an individual through an act of will. She switches her son with Percy Dricoll’s, and, in doing so, displaces one individual from an inherent position of power and replace him with another. “By the fiction created by herself, he [her son] was become her master” (Pudd’nhead Wilson 35). The power derived from this position is granted neither by title nor wealth (though both are legitimate social categories of identity). Roxy understands that the fundamental power of identity in her society rests in categories of race and gender. The way to empower her son is to make him a white man. As Jehlen observes, “...the story of Pudd’nhead Wilson is not about interchangeable babies irrationally and unjustly rendered master and slave, but about a black man who has taken a white man’s place” (“Ties That Bind” 116). Roxy willingly creates an “abyss of separation between her and her boy”, in anticipation of one day seeing “her nigger son, lording it among the whites and securely avenging their crimes against her race and sex” (Pudd’nhead Wilson 38). Instead of enacting this dream of vengeance, Tom revels in his role as an oppressor, especially toward Roxy and Chambers. Roxy remains shocked, frustrated, and eventually outraged by Tom’s failure to fulfill her plan. 
	Twain does not allow Roxy to fully appreciate the influence of habit on identity. Habit is, in many respects, the defining quality of a coherent identity. Roxy’s creation of Tom’s identity as a white man, the “deception intended solely for others gradually grew practically into self deception as well...this exercise soon concreted itself as habit” (Pudd’nhead Wilson 35). The habit of submission, of defining one’s own existence on the basis of power relations between socially determined categories of identity, is impossible for Roxy to resist even when she is fully aware of Tom’s actual identity. Likewise, Tom, even when confronted with the knowledge of his real identity, chooses, after a brief week of introspection and guilt, to return to the habits of his constructed “white” identity. Initially, Tom 
		“found that the habit of a lifetime had in some way 
		vanished...But that was because 	he did not know 
		himself...the main structure of his character was not 
		changed...He dropped gradually back into his old 
		frivolous easy going ways” (Pudd’nhead Wilson 62). 

Habit seems to take precedence over truth; habit forms its own stable structure of meaning and applies it to identity, regardless of the reality of the situation. Twain seems acutely aware of this dilemma when, in one of the epigrams in Pudd’nhead Wilson’s Calendar, he writes: “Habit is habit, and not to be flung out of the window by any man, but coaxed down-stairs a step at a time” (43).
	Lost in these discussions of socially constructed identities and lost for a good portion of the novel itself is Chambers. A black man by force of habit, he is eventually compelled to live as a white man in white society. To say that Chambers is ill-equipped for such a task is an understatement. 
		“He could neither read nor write and his speech was 
		the basest dialect of the negro quarter...his manners 
		were the manners of a slave. Money and fine clothes 
		could not mend these defects or cover them up; they 
		only made them the more glaring and pathetic” 
		(Pudd’nhead Wilson 132). 

More than any other single factor, Chambers’ pattern of speech, his use of language, makes his assimilation into white society virtually impossible. Through language, social categories of identity become readily apparent. Instead of an experimental mixture of vernacular and genteel language as seen in Twain’s earlier novels, the linguistic project of Pudd’nhead Wilson is a conflict between the language domination and the language of submission, specifically the “infinitely less bridgeable split between white speech and black” (Sewell 111). While “Roxy is painfully aware that the language of power and the language of slavery are learned forms of speech”, Chambers lacks all such insight (Sewell 121). Language effectively maintains the absolute line between racial identity in the novel by limiting the possibility of any meaningful communication between the races. “Conversation between black and white is a zero sum game; interlocutors cannot share power; one must gain what the other loses” (Sewell 118). Chambers’ racial identity is rewritten, but he is unable to learn or speak the language of power. As a result, “the ‘real’ ‘Thomas a Becket Driscoll’ ends essentially identity-less, his true self permanently usurped, an exile in the no-man’s land between the races” (Gillman 75). In order to reevaluate or redefine one’s identity for one’s self or for others Twain suggests that the faculty of language itself must remain open and adaptable or it serves only to justify or reverse existing statements of power.


The Mysterious Stranger
	As a writer, Twain’s thoughts manifest themselves in a universe of language. Language remains an effective “tool for preserving...authority, mastery, and domination” to Twain (Sewell 112). Unlike the linguistic universe of Pudd’nhead Wilson, where social categories inform and overwhelm the concept of individual identity, the world Twain creates in “The Mysterious Stranger” focuses on a single source of identity for all humanity for all time: the Moral Sense.
	Though Father Peter insists that Moral Sense “is the faculty which enables us to distinguish good from evil” and “...is the only thing that lifts man above the beasts...and makes him heir to immortality”, Satan claims that Moral Sense simultaneously and essentially defines and condemns humanity (“The Mysterious Stranger” 619). To Satan, Moral Sense is foisted upon humankind, a plague which infects every individual and from which there is no recovery. We appear “as common victims of impulses beyond our control” (Parsons 159). Moral Sense provides a foundation upon which all other categories of identity are built. “The Mysterious Stranger” can be seen, in this light, as an expansion rather than a refutation of the process of social and cultural determinism. Twain seems to acknowledge this basic connection between the power of Moral Sense and its influence on various social fictions when Satan states, “‘...truth is good manners; manners are a fiction’” (611). Satan does not delineate the evils of social fictions because they are all merely symptomatic of a greater and more universal evil.
	Moral Sense enslaves as it identifies. Forrest G. Robinson observes that slavery continues to be “Mark Twain’s consuming topic in ‘The Mysterious Stranger’” (232). Moral identity demands an act of deference, an appeal, and admission of inadequacy, and Satan insists that no one can refuse these demands. Moral identity grants us freedom within carefully prescribed borders; we are free to choose between good and evil so long as we do not attempt to define good and evil ourselves. Thus, Moral Sense ultimately forestalls “the search for the cause of mortal misery” (Parsons 156). The attack Satan launches against Moral Sense expresses a detached amount of both pity and revilement for the plight of humanity. “‘Your race never knows good from ill. They are always mistaking one for the other’”(“The Mysterious Stranger” 646). It is as if each individual “does wrong because of fake notions of right and wrong inculcated by society” (Saloman 177). Human identity is compromised because we operate from a limited, flawed, and imposed base of knowledge. In Eseldorf, Theodor describes knowledge as an obstacle to human happiness. While ignorance may not provide bliss for the citizens of Eseldorf, it will at least insure contentment. Theodor admits, “...we were not required to know much; and, in fact, not allowed to. Knowledge was not good for the common people and could make them discontented with the lot God had appointed for them” (603). Knowledge of Moral Sense is enough in and of itself. Curiosity is both dangerous and destructive. Because of Moral Sense, Twain asserts we learn to lead unexamined lives and we are taught that this mental apathy is the only path to a content and coherent existence.
	On one level, Moral Sense reduces human existence to a series of mechanical responses produced by certain stimuli. If human beings rate nothing higher than complex automatons, then identity becomes a simple matter of classifying certain response patterns and cataloguing each individual appropriately. Human lives are commodified and unfold along predetermined paths ordered by one’s “circumstance and environment” (The Mysterious Stranger 646). Satan’s statement, “Every man is a suffering machine and a happiness machine”, reaffirms Twain’s commitment to a philosophy of determinism (The Mysterious Stranger 643). In many respects, through Satan Twain seems to give new voice to ideas he first expressed in an essay written in 1883 entitled “What is Happiness?” In this rather polemic philosophical statement Twain concludes: 
		“Man is merely a machine automatically 
		functioning...no machine is entitled to praise for 
		any of its acts of a virtuous sort nor blamable for 
		any of its acts of the opposite sort...the human 
		machine gets all its inspiration from the outside and 
		is not capable of originating an idea of any kind in 
		its own head” (240). 

Through their journeys to a French factory, China, and India Satan effectively demonstrates to Theodor, Seppi, and Nikolaus that humanity’s mechanistic moral nature is a universal condition not confined by time or space (May 132). The boys “have had their eyes opened to the futility of human existence” (Bellamy 173). Theodor witnesses the history of civilization, but it is a history without progression. Technological advances do not bring about positive social evolution or change because in each era the capacity for human suffering and corruption remains constant. Twain categorically rejects the blind faith in the power of civilization to gradually reshape, improve and perfect human identity, an assumption that was widely popular in Twain’s day and age. Civilization cannot perfect humanity because it is itself corrupt. “Corruption...is not the result but the anterior to civilization- the First Cause of all social forms” (Saloman 176). Satan understands all too well that the movement of civilization is cyclical in nature rather than linear. Humanity is ill advised to appeal to it for a more noble sense of identity. “It is precisely the nature of this circular pattern to continue to rotate, to forever fail to achieve the resolution it forever seems to promise” (Robinson 237). Satan asks, “What does it [civilization] amount to?” and replies, “Nothing at all...you always come out where you went in...The first man was a hypocrite and a coward, qualities which have not yet failed in his line; it is the foundation upon which all civilization has been built” (The Mysterious Stranger 663). The Moral Sense promotes civilization as an effective means of structuring but not advancing human identity. Each member of humanity, as a victim of Moral Sense, shares in the responsibility of the creation and corruption of civilization.
	Satan questions and qualifies the measure of responsibility placed upon humanity. If identity is determined at an initial, absolute, and universal level without even the suggestion of freedom, how can individuals be held accountable for their actions? Simply existing seems to be an admission of guilt, being born the crime. Being born, “the child’s first act”, as Satan calls it, “knocks over the initial brick and the rest will follow inexorably...nothing can change the order of its life after the first event has determined it” (The Mysterious Stranger 646). We do not choose to be born and yet we are held ultimately responsible for the implications of the event. God, Satan suggests, should, but does not shoulder this burden. God, “who created man without invitation, ...tries to shuffle responsibility for man’s acts upon man, instead of honorably placing it where it belongs, upon himself” (The Mysterious Stranger 679). The act of creation seems to imply an obligation to be responsible, in some part, for the creation itself.
	The miniature world Satan and the boys help to create provides Twain with a powerful allegory to describe the problematic divisions Moral Sense manifests in identity, responsibility, and creation. In many respects, Moral Sense seems to be a matter of events of individuals being in proportion to one another, to scale. Theodor and his friends consider Satan’s callous disregard for the lives of the tiny men and women he creates “wanton murder...without palliation or excuse” (The Mysterious Stranger 610). To Satan, the little people are toys “‘of no value’” because he “‘can make more’”(The Mysterious Stranger 613). The boys, however, recognize the society as human even when reduced to a microscopic level, and they judge them with the same Moral Sense they apply to Satan and themselves. Moral Sense equalizes and flattens issues of perspective and allows the boys to pass judgement regardless of scale. Satan is quick to point out that Moral Sense places all actions, all events, all identities on the same level of significance. 

		“‘You people do not suspect that all of your actions 
		are of one size and importance, but it is true; to 
		snatch an appointed fly is as big with fate for you 
		as any other appointed act’”(The Mysterious Stranger 
		646). 

Moral Sense delegitimates the value of any one individual identity because each identity is of the same interpretive size and weight.
	Moral Sense seems to define a fundamental, possible impassable, boundary between assimilation and differentiation. Though Satan claims a hereditary link to the “aristocracy of the Imperishable”, it is his notable lack of Moral Sense which allows an individual sense of proportion (and with it identity) to develop (The Mysterious Stranger 615). He defines himself through differentiation in size and significance. The process of self definition is a statement of separation. Satan creates the miniature world in order to separate the boys in size and power from the little men and women; a situation roughly analogous with Satan’s own relationship with humanity. He hopes to evoke an awareness in the boys that 
		“the difference between them and me is abysmal, 
		immeasurable...Man is to me as the red spider is to 
		the elephant...in power, intellect, and dignity the 
		one creature is separated from the other by a 
		distance that is simply astronomical” (The Mysterious 
		Stranger 644-5). 

Satan is “unthreatened by any suggestion of kinship with humanity” because of this distance (Robinson 229).
	The ability to freely differentiate, to draw and redraw distinctions, affords Satan the opportunity to perceive and express different modes of his own identity. Throughout the story, Satan, the boy angel, promotes and preserves the notion of his own fractured and ultimately tenuous identity. His identity does not depend upon a tangible physical presence. As a “transparent film” or a “soap bubble”, Satan can modify or even negate his physical form while remaining consciously present in the moment (The Mysterious Stranger 639, 616). He uses this ability to replace, control, or assume the identities of others. Perhaps the most obvious and important instance of Satan’s divided self occurs in the final chapter of the story. We learn that Satan, this “truly daring, free and inquisitive spirit in opposition to factions theologies and illusory realities” has no autonomous identity himself (Parsons 163). Satan admits to the reader and to the otherwise oblivious narrator that he, in fact, is a manifestation of the mind of the narrator. “‘I myself have no existence; I am but a dream- your dream’”(The Mysterious Stranger 678). Satan is fully aware that he is “an extension of the boy’s wishes and thoughts...an embodiment of the creative imagination itself” (Cox 215).
	At this critical point, the story folds back upon itself and qualifies every unequivocal statement made about that nature of identity, because all the events and characters are found within the dreaming consciousness of a single individual, the narrator. “‘Nothing exists; all is a dream...Nothing exists except empty space and you...there is no God, no universe, no human race, no earthly life, no heaven, no hell. It is all a dream- a grotesque and foolish dream. Nothing exists but you’”(The Mysterious Stranger 679). Susan Gillman describes this discovery as the revelation of “an abstract, ahistorical metaphysics of identity” (8). From the stratified slavery of social identities imposed by the Moral Sense, the world of “The Mysterious Stranger” implodes into a self contained, self sustaining universe. The responsibility and freedom to create identity resides within an individual disembodied thought, “‘a vagrant thought, a useless thought, a homeless thought, wandering forlorn among empty eternities” (The Mysterious Stranger 679). There seems to be a “severance of the direct relationship between the mind and the world” (Saloman 179). Theodor, the name this thought has given to itself, ultimately realizes the “truth” of “his” existence. “Theodor realizes that he and Satan are not really separable- they have merged into one being” (Varisco 158). Acceptance of this truth involves understanding that self deception is an unavoidable and, perhaps vitally necessary, part of the elaborate process of self definition. One cannot appeal to an outside entity or structure in this situation, for “there is no other” (The Mysterious Stranger 678). Twain describes the search for an indivisible coherent self as a self perpetuated game of evasion and, sometimes, partial revelation. Awareness of this condition does not prevent it from recurring. The voice of the narrator is  reflective and older, recalling memories from a sleepy past. Theodor, it would seem, has obeyed Satan’s imperative to “dream other dreams”, though the reader will never know if they have been better (The Mysterious Stranger 678). Twain was fascinated by the concept of a dream-self with whom we share our existence and memories. These two identities housed within a single mind affect and inform one another tangentially, but not insignificantly. In January 1898, Twain wrote in one of his notebooks: 
		“I am not acquainted with my double, my partner in 
		duality, the other and wholly independent personage 
		who resides in me- and whom I will call Watson 
		because I don’t know his name, although he most 
		certainly has one, and signs it in a hand which had 
		no resemblance to mine when he takes possession of 
		our partnership body and goes off on mysterious 
		trips” (Mark Twain’s Notebook 349-50). 

It may be that encountering and identifying one’s dream-self may destroy it and necessitate the unconscious creation of another. Satan recedes from Theodor’s consciousness, but will, presumably, be replaced by another. Within even an individual mind, Twain challenges the validity of a single identity by continuing to promote duplicity and duality.
	In Pudd’nhead Wilson duplicity is also a matter of necessity for those characters at the margins of society to survive. “Assuming roles is a learned response in this slave society” (Gillman 77). Twain uses marginalized characters in both works in order to challenge accepted notions of identity or reveal new ones. Forrest G. Robinson suggests that Twain suffered from “ a virtual compulsion to examine and reexamine the human condition, but to do so at a comfortable remove” (228). Roxy, by virtue of her race and sex, David Wilson, through a misinterpretation of language, and Satan, through his spiritual/psychological identity, each occupy positions along the margins of their respective societies. Instead of remaining passive but powerful observers, these outsiders “are deeply implicated in the worlds to which they seem marginal or even complete strangers” (Robinson 4). Roxy’s authority over identity is undercut by the fact that her actions and attitudes endorse and reinforce the dominant white culture and with it “the white’s unwarranted contempt” for any person of color (Rowlette 95). Roxy wants her actions to be justified, validated by examples from white culture.  Roxy cannot acknowledge that Tom’s inclinations toward selfishness and malice are learned behaviors. She ascribes them to an essential, inherently corrupt, blackness. “‘Its de nigger in you, dat’s what it is...on’y one part nigger, en dat po little one part is yo’ soul’” (Pudd’nhead Wilson 87). David Wilson, by introducing an objective and absolute method of establishing identity, fingerprinting, to the court of law, also reaffirms harmful social categories of identity. Wilson becomes a representative member of once alien Dawson’s Landing. Though Mark Sewell suggests that “fingerprints would seem to be the novel’s one innocent language”, Susan Gillman advises caution, for fingerprints “are relational indicies that must be read in and against the context of other sets of prints...[they] tell us nothing really significant...about A or B individually” (124:91). Twain himself “never got beyond a Liberal faith in the power of technology if it was free from the shackles of otherworldly dogma and hereditary privileges” (Budd 213). Wilson does not simply identify Tom as the murderer of Judge Driscoll, he identifies Tom as a slave. In doing so, Wilson enacts his own personal tragedy, his “assimilation into the dominant culture” (Sewell 125).  Satan, as the only other conscious inhabitant of Theodor’s dreamscape is paradoxically separated from and fundamentally connected to his universe. Though he is more aware of the finite limits of his identity than either Roxy or Wilson, Satan is equally guilty of “simultaneous involvement and detachment from his subject matter” (Varisco 137). 
	While it must be acknowledged that the seemingly radical challenges to identity made by each marginalized character is certainly compromised, perhaps Twain provides us with pragmatic models. These characters embody the struggle to create and maintain, even temporarily, an individual identity, amidst the constant deterministic forces of society. Though Raymond Varisco no doubt overstates the case when he exclaims that Satan “baptizes Theodor in the ‘religion of paradox’”, perhaps what is needed is a genuine awareness of a level of absurd futility sewn into the process of self definition (138). One must continue to struggle to understand one’s own identity despite this realization. Twain describes this struggle in Pudd’nhead Wilson when he states: “There is something pathetic and beautiful about it...a groping and ignorant effort to construct out of base metal and brass filings, so to speak, something to take the place of that golden treasure denied to them by Nature” (111). In the place of autonomy, Twain encourages the continual attempt to create smaller, orderly systems of self, knowing full well they are divisible and flawed. 
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